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DEAR FELLOW UB DENTAL ALUMNI:

What a year it has been. The pandemic has forced education to take the road less traveled to ensure student, faculty, and patient safety. With remote learning and limitation on the population present in Squire Hall, the School of Dental Medicine has managed to preserve the standard of superior education for our students, while maintaining our #11 dental school rank. Squire Hall is transforming into a state-of-the-art dental hub, with new construction to update the patient clinics, the Joseph and Stephanie Mucha Patient Welcome Center, and the Buhite-DiMino Implant Center. B28 is no longer; a cutting-edge Preclinical Simulation Laboratory stands in its place. With over 3,000 applicants this year, the University at Buffalo School of Dental Medicine ensures enrollment of the best and brightest of students.

This year, the University at Buffalo Dental Alumni Association has provided support to the students through a newly established Student Emergency Fund. This has enabled us to help students in financial distress so that they may continue to focus on their studies. We continue to provide student support through scholarships, and offer many alumni benefits, networking opportunities, publications, and programs. If 2020 has given us something, it has taught us that community means more now than ever. If you haven’t already, we ask for your support in joining our alumni association. We proudly are one of the University at Buffalo’s strongest alumni associations, and aim to keep our alumni well connected to each other, and to our school. We are grateful for your support, and look forward to keeping in touch!

Sincerely,

Carl M. Embury, DDS ’13, President
University at Buffalo Dental Alumni Association

Amy Stone Nagai DDS ’09, Membership Chairman
University at Buffalo Dental Alumni Association